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ABSTRACT Testing self-driving vehicles is still a new and immature process; the globally harmonised
procedure expected much later. The resource-demanding nature of real-world tests makes it indispensable to
develop and improve the efficiency of virtual environment based testing methods. Accordingly, a novel X-
in-the-Loop framework is proposed to fully exploit the recent advances in info-communication technologies,
vehicle automation, and testing and validation requirements. This methodology real-time connects physical
and virtual testing with high correlation while completely blurs the sharp boundaries between them.
Measurement results confirm the superior performance of the 5G communication link in providing a stable,
real-time connection between the real world and its virtual representation. The live demonstration proved the
presented concept at the newly constructed Hungarian proving ground for automated driving. The performed
investigation also includes comprehensive benchmarking, focusing on themost up-to-date automotive testing
frameworks. The analysis considers the methodologies and techniques applied by the most relevant actors in
the automotive testing sector worldwide. Accordingly, the newly developed testing framework is evaluated
and validated in light of the state-of-the-art methods used by the automotive industry.

INDEX TERMS Automotive proving ground, automated vehicle control, autonomous vehicle,
co-simulation, digital twin, mixed-reality testing, scenario-based testing, testing and validation, virtual and
mixed reality, V-model, X-in-the-loop testing.

I. INTRODUCTION
The availability of harmonised testing and validationmethod-
ology for self-driving vehicles is crucial for the future of
automated mobility. There are currently standardised test
procedures available only for testing ADAS functions with a
lower level of automation [1], [2]. Modelling and simulation
that has been started decades earlier [3] will undoubtedly
play an increasingly important role in validation processes.
In today’s simulation procedures, at most, the Vehicle Under
Test (VUT) or its components are physically used, while
the surrounding environment is fully simulated with either
generated sensor signals or projected visual effects. Testing
in a real-world environment usually appears as a separate
process. However, in Vehicle-in-the-Loop (ViL) simulations,
the vehicle is often tested in a relatively clean test site, where
the vehicle can move in any direction and can be tested with
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real vehicle dynamics. Still, each disturbance or interaction
and event virtually appears in a simulation platform. In such
cases, not only the connection between the vehicle and the
driver can be examined [4], [5], but also advanced driving
assistance systems can be tested using virtual obstacles [6].
These require a trulymultidisciplinary approach since beyond
automotive, transportation and electrical engineering, com-
puter science and telecommunication related aspects have to
be considered during the research and development process.

This paper introduces a novel X-in-the-Loop (XiL) frame-
work (where X denotes anything, e.g. object, algorithm,
SW, HW) that takes full advantage of the recent advances
in info-communication technologies, vehicle automation as
well as testing and validation requirements.

The newly developed XiL concept is compared with the
state-of-the-art methodologies available in the automotive
testing and validation domain. However, considering the high
number of actors in the sector, this study does not aim
to provide an exhaustive list of the leading organisations
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developing test and validation solutions. Instead, the aim is
to provide a comprehensive investigation focusing on test and
validation frameworks preferred or developed and used by the
automotive industry. Accordingly, the evaluation’s objective
is neither the ranking nor the criticism of themarket solutions.
Furthermore, the author would like to avoid any subjective or
potentially biased statements during the evaluation process.
Thus, the paper applies anonym codes for the introduction of
the different market solutions (SYS1. . . SYSN).

The evaluation includes the XiL system of AB
Dynamics [7], Applus+ IDIADA [8], HORIBA-MIRA [9],
Hyundai MOBIS [10], i-MAR [11], IPG ViL [12],
K-city [13], M-City [14] and ZalaZONE [15]. It has to be
emphasised that specific and detailed information has limited
availability in case of the mentioned actors.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II pro-
vides an insight into automotive testing and validation,
Section III discusses the related work, presenting different
approaches and introducing the X-in-the-Loop methodol-
ogy, while Section IV presents eight state-of-the-art XiL
system implementations. Section V discusses the proposed
ZalaZONE developed Scenario-in-the-Loop methodology in
detail, its architecture, the required system components,
the applied techniques during realisation and the proof of
concept demonstration with measurement results. Section VI
provides a comparison of the different XiL solutions based
on selected criteria. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND OF AUTOMOTIVE TESTING AND
VALIDATION
The automotive industry’s testing and validation activities
are strongly related to the legislative background and mainly
implemented in three different segments. These segments are
connected to the product life cycle of automobiles.

In the first phase of the product life-cycle, manufacturers
are responsible for developing a safe and well-functioning
vehicle. During this phase, the developers strictly follow
the sector-specific industrial standards to minimise safety
risks [16] and quality gaps related to the specific prod-
uct. Product assessment and quality evaluation are perma-
nently performed following the sector-specific standards,
which process plays a vital role in the final quality of the
product [17]–[19]. In this field, one has to mention the Inter-
national Organization for Standardization (ISO), one of the
most well-known industrial-standard providers worldwide.

In phase two of the product life-cycle, the vehicles are
launched into the market. In Europe, if an automotive manu-
facturer wants to place its product on the market, the prod-
uct needs to fulfil the requirements of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe within a so-called type
approval process (or homologation) [20]. This also cov-
ers the conformity of production, where the manufacturer
‘‘certifies that each vehicle, equipment, or parts put on the
market were produced to be identical with the approved
product’’ [21]. Accordingly, all vehicles, having the same
type as the approved product, have to be identical with the

tested and validated unit from both safety and quality point of
view. Only after that they can be placed on the member coun-
tries’ market (contracting parties). During the type approval
process, the vehicle inspections are carried out (witnessed)
by an independent third party (e.g. TÜV, Dekra) and the
approval is granted by government authorities. In contrast,
it is essential to mention the self-certification procedure as
well, where it is the vehicle manufacturer itself who performs
vehicle inspections and issues a certification of conformity
(e.g., in the USA), validating that its product does fulfil the
requirements of the givenmarket [22]. The future challenge is
especially the successful integration of new aspects into these
processes, like safe driving without a human driver in the
control loop [23], [24], automotive cybersecurity [25]–[27]
and artificial intelligence based system control [28], to men-
tion a few.

In the third phase of the life-cycle, when products are avail-
able on themarket, consumer protection organisations need to
control product quality to protect the customers from the risk
of unfair commercial interactions. In the automotive industry,
the New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) can be high-
lighted as one of the most well-known consumer protection
organisations. However, based on recent years’ experiences,
it became evident that even in the case of the largest and most
reliable manufacturers, the unfair interventions on validation
procedures are no longer unconceivable. This problem raised
the issue of regulation interpretation, in particular, what does
society expect from the manufacturers? To follow the written
rules word by word or to implement the legislative will?

III. RELATED WORKS
The methodological background of testing and validation in
the automotive industry can be characterised as an evolu-
tionary process. When vehicles were less automated, safety
was defined by the reliability of components, so the test-
ing and validation of software and hardware could deliver
the required safety level [29]. However, the spreading of
highly automated vehicles made it necessary to investigate
and model integrated vehicle dynamics [30] or the complete
vehicle system [31], and also get prepared for their public
road operation, e.g. using the VAAFO approach (Virtual
Assessment of Automation in Field Operation) [32].

Vehicle systems became increasingly complex, and as a
result, testing and validation tasks went far beyond the vehi-
cle itself, reflecting the complexity of the entire transport
systems [23], [33]–[35].

Based on the automotive sector’s current methodol-
ogy [36], the development process is implemented according
to the V-model. This procedure sets the system requirements
in parallel with their verification and validation through-
out the entire development process, including the software
development phase, hardware development phase, and corre-
sponding testing activities, especially considering the various
X-in-the-Loop testing solutions [37]–[40].

Nowadays, the most important innovations related to
autonomous and connected vehicles are driven by software
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development [41]. Software components in vehicular systems
are responsible for increasingly complex control processes
such as braking, overtaking or stability [42]. Accordingly,
any wrong decision made by a vehicular system’s software
can lead to a safety-critical event. Therefore, it is crucial to
ensure the proper safety characteristics also for automotive
software components. Following ISO 26262, the fundamen-
tal safety standard of the automotive domain, the require-
ments’ compliance is investigated through comprehensive
testing methods [18]. According to ISO 26262, the software
of safety-critical vehicular functions should be tested in its
real system environment. On the other hand, the identifi-
cation and the correction of a software error in the final
stage of the automotive development process can be less
cost-efficient than in the earlier stages. Following the objec-
tives of cost-effectiveness, to identify and correct software
errors in the earliest development stages, vehicular software
can also be evaluated in a reduced test environment [43].
Accordingly, special attention has to be paid to the identifica-
tion and work out of the test environment for the developed
automotive function module (such as software, hardware or
component).

The traditional testing approach, especially ISO 26262 pro-
poses to using the final hardware environment to evaluate
safety-critical systems [44]. However, this approach results
in a considerably time- and resource-consuming testing
process [45]. Therefore, it becomes reasonable to test only
a part of the vehicle since, removing a failure in the
tested vehicle module can be much more cost-efficient. This
approach resulted in the Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) test-
ing method. The application of the HiL method makes it
necessary to develop a comprehensive environment frame-
work. This external system shall provide model-based input
signals for the tested component on the one hand and shall
also be able to integrate different components and exter-
nal, model-independent signals for the tested component
on the other hand. Such an environment may also support
fault-injection related tests as well [45]–[48].

In the application of the Vehicle-in-the-Loop test approach,
the tested vehicle’s complex system is embedded into an arti-
ficially controlled, virtual testing environment [49], [50]. So,
the real hardware and software framework of the investigated
vehicular system is tested. According to the state-of-the-art
testing approach, the autonomous vehicle’s environment is
simulated by a comprehensive software framework, covering
the most relevant decision factors and sensor types, such as
traffic simulation, graphical representation, or point cloud
generation [51]. Such a system can connect the tested vehicle
and other simulation modules in real-time. Even some of
the simulated vehicles can be replaced by real vehicles [52].
This way, the effect of the surrounding traffic can be directly
fed into the autonomous vehicle’s decision-making mod-
ule [51]. Following this approach, one can easily imple-
ment open-loop or closed-loop tests on a traditional roller
test bench or in a proper test field by applying the
ViL model.

The generic X-in-the-Loop model contains an efficient and
outstandingly realistic simulation framework for automated
cars, taking into account [53]–[55]:
• Different sensor representation methods in simulation
• Vehicle dynamics and its relation to different actuators
• A wide range of scenarios especially considering differ-
ent traffic situations in the simulation

• Control models for automated vehicle systems
In X-in-the-Loop solutions, the investigated system ele-

ments (model, software, hardware or the complete vehicle)
have continuous interaction with its simulated environment.
Accordingly, virtual and real factors have to be synchronised
to enable the development of a coherent and reliable evalu-
ation methodology. In all, the X-in-the-Loop concept can be
identified as a generic framework involving the differentMiL,
SiL, HiL or ViL models.

IV. XiL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATIONS
Vehicle-in-the-Loop type testing is the most advanced test-
ing and most promising validation technology today for
automated vehicle systems. It is far from being complete
and is subject to further research in many places; however,
complex solutions appeared on the market and started to
be used by automotive companies. I would like to present
eight different implementations in this section to provide a
comprehensive picture of the state-of-the-art in this field. The
presented systems are anonymously numbered from SYS1 to
SYS8 as a reference and will be evaluated and compared
later in Section VI based on their functional characteristic in
Table 2.

A. SYS1
The dSPACE based real-time ViL system developed by SYS1
consists of the vehicle under test (VUT), other cars, vul-
nerable road users, traffic signs, road pavement signs, road
parameters, categories, and traffic rules. Virtual reality pro-
vides input for the automated vehicle system control units
instead of actual vehicle sensors. This purpose is obtained by
developing a virtual representation of the VUT integrated into
the constructed mixed reality. The VUT and its virtual model
have the same sensors (RADAR, LiDAR and video camera).
The system enables any cars, any kind of traffic flow and any
VRUs from any direction in the tested scenarios. Based on
the performed literature review, one can conclude that SYS1
developed a considerably complex testing system. Following
the developers’ introduction, the system places less emphasis
on the cooperative and comprehensive simulation control
of different scenario components integrating real (e.g., Soft
Crash Target (SCT), Guided Soft Target (GST)) and virtual
environment.

B. SYS2
SYS2 offers a Vehicle-in-the-Loopmodel as well. This system
provides a well-applicable connection between HiL meth-
ods and real-world test techniques. This approach makes it
possible to operate the VUT in an open test track while its
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input signals are provided virtually. The system also allows
embedding real components into the virtual environment;
thus, realistic tests can be performed with well reproducible
characteristics. SYS2 highlights that their ViL platform is
well applicable to support the execution of a wide range of
Euro NCAP tests. According to reviewed research studies,
one can draw the conclusion that SYS2 is rather focused on
the vehicle simulation characteristics of the system (such
as vehicle dynamics or communication) instead of covering
the integration of real components into the testing process
(e.g., less focus on Spatial Localization (SPT) or Real-Time
capability referring to the proper time synchronisation of
reality and the virtual environment (RT)).

C. SYS3
SYS3 offers a complex test and validation framework
for the actors of the automobile segment. The company
provides solutions for a large number of testing issues
derived from the analysis of simple physical components
to the evaluation and validation of complex control sys-
tems, including automated driving assistance systems and
fully autonomous vehicle systems. Their solutions cover a
wide range of testing approaches starting from the com-
pletely virtual testing environment to real-world testing
applications.
SYS3 developed a comprehensive system testing approach

supporting proving-ground based development processes.
The testing system’s foundation is laid on a central software
module that controls the testing processes (covering tasks
from component control to general scenario coordination)
in a simple and efficient way. Among others, test functions
include the following modules:
• Vehicular sub-systems: suspension, chassis, steering
• Investigation of vehicle-dynamics on proving-ground
• Evaluation of autonomous vehicle systems (applying
special target objects like remotely controllable dum-
mies and vehicles)

• Virtual testing (simulation and model environment)

D. SYS4
SYS4 was established by the local government as an arti-
ficial urban environment to support the testing and valida-
tion processes of connected and highly automated vehicles.
SYS4 is a test track built for supporting the development pro-
cesses of autonomous vehicles. SYS4 consists of numerous
authentic road environments such as bus lanes, bicycle lanes,
highways, built-up urban areas and a parking bay. Due to
the strong cooperation with the domestic global supplier of
telecommunication solutions, a 5G network is going to be
established around the test track to provide the capability of
developing cellular communication based V2X applications.
Besides this, 4G LTE and Dedicated Short Range Commu-
nication (DSRC) systems will be deployed on the proving
ground. To sum up the available information, SYS4 has an
impressive infrastructural background in the field of vehicu-
lar communication testing.

E. SYS5
Based on the reviewed literature, one can state that SYS5 is
one of the leading actors in testing procedure developers for
autonomous vehicles. SYS5 offers an urban test environment
for highly automated vehicles. However, one can conclude
that this actor has less focus on comprehensive scenario simu-
lation and control, especially on including real guided objects
in the test scenarios. Besides this, SYS5 pays less attention to
cellular communication-related testing solutions.

The integrated system’s general framework involves the
tested vehicle, roadside units, detectors, the related con-
troller units, and traffic signal controllers. Communication
processes between the vehicle under test and the other system
components are performed through a DSRC communication
channel. The control system takes into account the outputs
of the simulation system as well and the digital twin of the
VUT is able to follow in real-time the path on the digi-
talised virtual road network in accordance with the real-world
vehicle.

F. SYS6
SYS6 provides a wide range of testing solutions in highly
automated vehicle development, where the testing processes
can apply both DSRC and cellular network (even 5G) based
wireless communication channels. The proving ground can
cover the complete development cycle (from MiL to ViL) by
applying dSPACE and NI based control modules.
SYS6 also has special solutions for virtual testing. How-

ever, virtual and real environment’s the integrated control is
not interpreted in a detailed way in the available documen-
tation. Following this, there is less emphasis placed in the
available documentation on the connection and synchronisa-
tion process connecting the real and the virtual environment.

G. SYS7
The solution of SYS7 proving ground implements an own
developed interface application providing an interoperable
environment for the combination of different industrial solu-
tions available on themarket. The proving ground puts special
emphasis on the realistic simulation of the transportation
system based on the integrated traffic simulation techniques
and vehicle modelling tools. They also provide strong sup-
port for the whole vehicle development process, including
test systems from MiL to ViL solutions. On the other hand,
SYS7 pays less attention to the overall control of complex
scenario-based multi-agent test cases.

Summing up the performed literature review, SYS7 has
a particular focus on simulation and visualisation. Still,
methods related to the overall control of complex scenarios
received less attention during the development process.

H. SYS8
SYS8 developed a comprehensive framework by integrating
a wide range of testing and simulation systems, emphasis-
ing real-time localisation and communication. It offers an
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outstandingly efficient scenario control framework. However,
it dedicates less attention to the application of realistic traffic
simulation solutions.

According to the available background materials, the sys-
tem concept of SYS8 is especially powerful in repro-
ducibly controlling complex traffic scenarios and testing the
communication- and localisation-related characteristics of
the investigated automated driving functions.

V. SCENARIO-IN-THE-LOOP BASED MIXED REALITY
VALIDATION
A beyond state-of-the-art X-in-the-Loop validation system
was developed, tested and demonstrated at ZalaZONE prov-
ing ground, which will be presented in details within this
section. The aim of the Scenario-in-the-Loop testing and val-
idation concept is to support cutting-edge research effectively
and soon become a standard service at ZalaZONE. Zala-
ZONE is an automotive proving ground, where the traditional
test track features focusing on endurance and driving stability
are implemented together with the future mobility require-
ments supporting the test and validation of autonomous
vehicles [56].

Since the Scenario-in-the-Loop framework combines
physical and virtual environment, it is necessary to clarify
the difference between virtual reality and mixed reality in
automotive testing. Virtual-reality based systems provide an
entirely artificially simulated environment independent of
physical reality (beyond reproducing a real establishment in
the virtual space). On the other hand, mixed-reality based
systems provide the possibility to integrate simulated com-
ponents and objects into the real testing environment. Sum-
marising in short, whereas virtual reality replaces reality,
mixed-reality adds to it.

A. INTRODUCTION OF THE MODEL
Further than implementing a complete traffic scenario, one
of the most relevant contributions of the Scenario-in-the-
Loop (SciL) approach to the testing domain, compared to the
Vehicle-in-the-Loop concept, is the ability to combine sim-
ulated and real-world data, feeding them to different layers
of embedded vehicular control within the complex vehicular
system in an integrated way (Fig. 1). It means in practice
that some of the input signals can be perceived directly from
the real environment [57], and other signals can be parallel
simulated by the applied comprehensive software framework,
connected to the lower layers of the perception and commu-
nication architecture.

Moreover, SciL can represent all types of combined transi-
tion concepts betweenViL and real-world testing. Comparing
the two concepts, one can conclude that in the ViL approach,
the model provides the input signals solely for the vehicle,
while in the case of the SciL model, the framework provides
the input for the complete traffic scenario [58].

The main distinguishing factor or added value of the
Scenario-in-the-Loop concept is that it indeed blurs the
previously straight boundaries of reality and virtuality.

Within SciL, there is full freedom in determining what part of
the test should be executed in reality and what part should be
simulated during the test. Using the SciL concept for the com-
position of a test scenario, there is no restriction on setting
the borderline between reality and virtuality. This method-
ology connects physical and virtual testing in real-time with
high correlation while completely blurs the sharp boundaries
between them.

According to the expectations, the scenario-based testing,
thus the SciL approach, will be the next generation of the sim-
ulation andX-in-the-Loop testingmethodology applied in the
development process of the automotive industry [59]. Beyond
providing a feasible test coverage [60], this novel technique
can support the achievement of the following advantageous
characteristics [61]:
• reproducibility,
• flexibility,
• scalability,
• cost-efficiency,
• and realistic representation.
To make Scenario-in-the-Loop testing an outstandingly

powerful tool, it needs broad compatibility with other indus-
trial simulation and testing tools, providing versatile inter-
faces not only on the input side but also on the out-
put side. The SciL input interface is required to embed
industry-standard simulation tools, for example CarMaker,
VTD, CarSim, PreScan, into the scenario definition, while
the actuator side SciL interface is necessary to support the
usage of targets and objects of different suppliers, enabling
the composition of extremely complex scenarios with many
simultaneous road users simulated or controlled at the same
time.

B. REQUIRED COMPONENTS
To obtain the required safety and reliability, automated vehi-
cle technologies must be analysed and evaluated in a very
complicated way [62]. These requirements make it necessary
to apply intelligent, cost-effective, safe, measurable and accu-
rate methodologies and systems during the tests [63], [64].
Accordingly, state-of-the-art autonomous vehicle functions
can only be evaluated through extensively designed scenar-
ios [65] on a test track, applying real and virtual testing
objects with a precisely controlled testing system.

1) DIGITALISED TEST ENVIRONMENT
To perform parallel and simultaneous automated vehicle test
processes with reality, it is also necessary to create the virtual
representation of the testing environment. Virtual environ-
ments with advanced visualisation capabilities also make
it possible to train, test and validate artificial intelligence
based solutions of ADAS systems. Additionally, a detailed
high quality graphical and physical model, including effects
related to the weather, real-time reflections, shadows and
lighting conditions, can considerably increase test resource
demands. On the other hand, these advanced solutions can
strongly contribute to system reliability improvement [66].
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FIGURE 1. The architecture of the Scenario-in-the-Loop (SciL) validation methodology. Real-time interfacing to several
automotive simulation tools, implementing millimetre precision digital representation of the physical testing environment
and connecting all elements with the VUT by ultra-reliable low-latency communication. The developed SciL architecture can
reproduce complete traffic scenarios in mixed reality for advanced testing and validation of automated vehicles.

Accordingly, the whole testing environment, i.e. the entire
proving ground must be digitalised for the virtual simulation
environment, in which buildings, roadmarkings, traffic signs,
roadside objects, vegetation exactly correspond to the actual
testing area [67], [68].

Merely for simulation purposes, it is sufficient that a
proving ground’s digital model is generated from the design
plans, which provides only rough precision. For the com-
bined test, where the simulations are followed by real-world
tests or real-time mixed reality tests, this resolution may not
be enough. Those cases require an ultra-precise vectorised
digital map (HD or UHD map), potentially in standardised
format [69], that can be derived from a high-resolution laser-
scanned point cloud survey.

For powerful visualisation of the virtual environment, one
can use any available cross-platform 3D graphical engines
(such as Unity or UnRreal) [70]. Accordingly, the selected
developer engine shall support as many platforms as possible.
Due to the further application possibilities, it could also be
used to create virtual or mixed reality applications, as well

as serve simulations and other experiments [71]. The virtual
model of ZalaZONE is publicly available in several data for-
mats under MIT License for further research and evaluation.
The road models of the test tracks and the extended UHD
maps in vectorised formats are continuously updated [72].

2) REAL-TIME LOCALISATION
All vehicles and scene objects participating in a specific test
scenario (such as ego-vehicle, VUT, VRU, GST, SCT) have
to be localised in real-time with high precision and managed
by the simulation and control software. As a state-of-the-art
solution, this requires an RTK supported differential GNSS
system extended with an inertial navigation unit, resulting in
less than 2 cm accuracy in real-time positioning [73]. Accord-
ing to the introduced SciL concept, the model environment
provides the input signals for the Scenario-in-the-Loop, while
the vehicle under test receives the necessary input signals
from the scenario level. The simulation and control module
has two main inputs, the precise three-dimensional digital
representation of the real test track and the accurate
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localisation information of the different road users participat-
ing in the test scenario.

By mounting an inertial measurement unit (IMU) linked
with a differential GNSS to the real car, its position on the
test track can be located with the desired accuracy. The com-
bination of the IMU and DGNSS are commonly referred to
as inertial navigation sensors (INS) [73]–[76]. Following the
state-of-the-art trends [77], [78], the ZalaZONE SciL testing
solution is being prepared to provide the possibility to test
automated vehicle systems in combination with intelligent
infrastructure based cooperative positioning and navigation,
as well [79], [80].

3) ULTRA-RELIABLE LOW-LATENCY COMMUNICATION
In Vehicle-in-the-Loop tests, the vehicle is driven on a prov-
ing ground or a test bench, and the external surroundings are
modelled through simulation. Beyond this, Scenario-in-the-
Loop tests cover all the evolutional steps between the tests
performed in a completely virtual and in a completely real
environment. Accordingly, in Scenario-in-the-Loop testing,
some of the test objects can be real, and others can be virtual.

The nature of the Scenario-in-the-Loop concept inherently
involves the testability of components with heterogeneous
characteristics at different development stages (e.g., model,
software, or hardware testing in a completely or partly sim-
ulated environment, applying real or virtual test objects).
Accordingly, the prerequisite of SciL testing is the availabil-
ity of an ultra-reliable low-latency communication (URLLC).

Recent developments in info-communication technologies
[81], [82] provide two different physical layers at the same
time for vehicle-to-vehicle or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2X)
communication applications. Both of them enable and sup-
port SciL testing, especially considering the European dedi-
cated short-range (ITS G5) and the fifth-generation cellular
network (5G) communications, also called as vehicular ad
hoc networks (VANETs) [83]–[85].

Following this, the availability of dedicated short-range
communication possibilities, such as WAVE [86] or
ITS G5 [87], is strongly recommended at the testing facility
if the performed tests implement the SciL testing concept.
Similarly, the latest advances in cellular communication,
especially 5G provided the specific characteristics that signif-
icantly enhanced its potential for CAV testing, also enabling
the cellular communication-based implementation of SciL
testing (depending on the use-cases, 4G LTE may also fulfil
the requirements of CAV testing). 5G wireless devices in the
covered region not only can communicate with each other but
can connect to the infrastructure by radio waves through the
local station allowing a significantly larger bandwidth and
guaranteed low-latency, in a secure way [88]–[90].

4) CONTROLLABLE SCENE OBJECTS (Disturbances)
Following the concept of Fig. 1, SciL testing is about to
artificially create a complete traffic scenario with all the
participants and the model of the surrounding environment,
which continuously provides the necessary data for the

testing [91]. The generated scenario involves themotion plan-
ning and control of the tested vehicle system [92], including
potentially critical situations [93] and the other interacting
components of the whole transportation process (such as
vulnerable road users, other vehicles, or the road traffic in
general). Furthermore, the SciL model may also reflect the
relevant external influencing factors like weather and lighting
conditions, infrastructure characterisation, or road environ-
ment properties.

The SciL architecture can distinguish five different types
of interfering scene elements or, in other words, disturbances
(see Fig. 2), these are:

FIGURE 2. The component level categorisation of the controllable scene
objects (disturbances) used within the SciL mixed-reality validation
model.

• VUT sensor spoofing: this means the ability to inject
any sensor signal information into the sensing path of
the VUT’s perception system, resulting in that the VUT
‘‘feels’’ something in its surrounding that is physically
not there. It works with different types of sensors.

• V2X communication spoofing: this means that without
the physical presence of another vehicle or an infrastruc-
ture element, the VUTmay recognise them based on just
communication.

• Infrastructure elements: within a proving ground,
every infrastructure element is centrally controlled (e.g.
traffic lights, variable road signs, road lighting), so inte-
grating them into the scenario generation is merely a
proper interface to the SciL control system.

• Moveable targets: this means the more or less stan-
dardised test elements of the NCAP tests, like moving
platforms, soft pedestrian targets, bicycle targets, soft
vehicle targets. These elements may have specific or
standardised interfaces to control them.

• Full-control real vehicles: real-world vehicles that
are fully by-wire controlled remotely by the SciL
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FIGURE 3. Co-simulation framework of the implemented proof-of-concept SciL validation model. Real-time interfacing
several simulation tools, incorporating different wireless communications and adding realistic visualisation, co-simulation
techniques create unprecedented opportunities for software tool combination.

architecture create absolute realistic moving target vehi-
cles within the traffic scenario being tested.

In accordance with principal attributes of the SciL concept,
the system has to be capable of operating and implementing a
particular scenario by the combined application of virtual and
real system components. This approach makes it necessary to
develop and use a digital twin of the testing environment and
the other interacting components of the transportation process
(such as vulnerable road users or other vehicles), entirely
faithful to reality. This way, the tested scenario can contain
both virtual and real components in an arbitrary proportion,
thereby enabling the developer to optimise the test scenario’s
composition according to the development level and the
project’s required resource efficiency. Themodel components
can be controlled in a closed-loop (e.g. the vehicles and
other road users) or in an open-loop (e.g. traffic lights or the
traffic itself). The control can use wireless communication
channels (for vehicles and the other road users) or wired
communication channels (for the traffic lights).

An obvious advantage of combining the SciL framework
with the closed and controlled ecosystem of a test track is
that the virtual and real interactions within the SciL concept
can be executed in the same test environment. It enables the
pre-designed and pre-simulated scenario to be tested in a
real-world environment in a repeatable way. The new concept
provides an opportunity to create test scenarios that can be
applied in parallel, generated from virtual and real obstacles
mixed. The main advantage is that the concept can be applied
incrementally, starting from full simulation and piece-by-
piece replacing the virtual elements to real elements until the
optimum level, while running the same test sequence within
the same environment for a specific traffic scenario.

C. CO-SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
1) SIMULATION AND CO-SIMULATION
There is a long history of simulation techniques applied
in the automotive industry. Based on the initial objectives,
different simulation tools were developed for specific tasks.
As a result, one tool performs outstandingly (e.g., visuali-
sation) [94]. On the other hand, certain tools perform well,
e.g. in traffic simulation, while they cannot handle vehicle
dynamics at all [51]. For this reason, most users implement
the so-called co-simulation technique [95], where two or
more simulation tools are interfaced and used simultane-
ously together to perform one complex task [96]. In the
presented mixed-reality based SciL architecture, traffic sim-
ulation, vehicle simulation and high-quality graphical rep-
resentation were combined in one co-simulation framework
(Fig. 3), supporting the real-time operation and control [58].

The architecture of SciL enables it to be interfaced with
different Simulation andCo-Simulation Tools. The target is to
implement standardised interfaces that can be interconnected
with all state-of-the-art simulation tools used in the automo-
tive industry. These interfaces would enable testers to perform
and evaluate their virtual tests in their preferred simulation
environment and later use the samemodel and simulation tool
in the validation phase at the proving ground.

2) SciL INTERFACING STRUCTURE
The traffic simulation framework serves as an external envi-
ronment for the decision-making layer of the ego-vehicle.
This way, traffic simulation provides an input for the ego-
vehicle, depending on the surrounding traffic situation. The
other way round, in accordance with the vehicle’s decision,
the system generates signals for the traffic simulation com-
ponent, based on the calculations of the vehicle-dynamics
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simulation [97]. Simultaneously, all vehicle operation related
processes have to be represented and simulated in the virtual
in-vehicle network (IVN). Based on the simulated IVN mes-
sages, the system can provide the necessary information for
the real-world IVNs (such as CAN). Finally, the graphical
module has to visualise all the detected spatial processes in
the SciL test environment in an attractive way (see Fig. 3).

3) SciL CONTROL
There are two control levels separated within the control
processes of the SciL framework. The first control level han-
dles the decision making processes of the individual scenario
components, like the vehicle/vehicles under test, the pedes-
trians, the cyclists or the simulated or real traffic manage-
ment system [98]–[100]. The higher-level control manages
the overall coordination of the traffic scenario, taking into
account the critical states of the systems, the corner cases,
and the implemented test scenario [101]. Moreover, the con-
trol operations can follow a closed-loop or an open-loop
model. The control can be implemented through wired or
wireless communication channels regarding either virtual or
real objects (see Fig. 2) [102].

D. DIGITAL TWIN ARCHITECTURE
The Scenario-in-the-Loop concept strongly builds on the dig-
ital twin architecture, which implements a physical entity’s
digital replica from the real world. The digital twin may also
refer to a physical asset, a process, people, places, or equip-
ment. The digital twin has to have the same or very similar
graphical representation (Fig. 4) and characteristics as the
original physical object [103].

FIGURE 4. The digital twin architecture of the implemented mixed-reality
SciL validation model. It demonstrates simultaneous physical and virtual
testing through the real-time connected physical world (top) and its
digital replica (bottom).

This technique is already widely applied in several indus-
trial segments. It provides a solid basis for the virtual
representation of the test environment and the real-time
visualisation of the SciL system components. Furthermore,
the supplemental application of an intelligent infrastruc-
ture (equipped with sensors like video and infra cameras,
LiDARs, RADARs) can significantly enhance functionality

by the real-time recognition and identification of real road
users, even supporting their automated representation in the
virtual environment. The SciL concept’s mixed-reality frame-
work provides a real-time operating environment, where sim-
ulation can affect reality, and reality can also influence simu-
lation. Actually, within the SciL framework, reality and virtu-
ality can almost limitless influence each-other concurrently.

E. V2X COMMUNICATION
To ensure the connectivity of smart transportation systems,
the development of a vehicle-to-everything (either V2X
or C-V2X) communication framework requires new testing
and validation approaches to evaluate the related communica-
tion systems on a reliable and solid basis [104]. Besides this,
the demand for controlling complex testing processes follow-
ing a scenario-based concept makes it also necessary to estab-
lish all state-of-the-art communication infrastructure nearby
the testing facilities, also supporting cellular 5G (Fig. 5)
and dedicated short-range (ITS-G5) communication [105].
Although, the SciL architecture is independent of the commu-
nication medium, the proof-of-concept demonstration used
5G new radio (NSA) cellular communication.

FIGURE 5. 5G (non-standalone architecture) communication scheme in
the implemented SciL demonstration model.

F. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION
Two different scenarios were selected and implemented
in a complete digital-twin environment to demonstrate the
feasibility of the Scenario-in-the-Loop concept. Both had
use-cases first with a virtual object, then with a real object
as well, so actually, four cascaded scenarios were presented
after each-other.
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The first scenario was about automated valet parking.
The human driver was standing at the parking lot entrance,
waiting for his vehicle to come out from the parking lot
fully autonomously. This scenario focused on the unexpected
pedestrian crossing situation, where the vehicle under test
(the EGO vehicle) had to detect the crossing pedestrian and
give him the right-of-way. First, an inattentive virtual pedes-
trian stepped out suddenly from behind a virtual car parking
in the parking lot. After that, a real pedestrian dummy went
across the EGO vehicle’s path in the parking lot entrance,
making the EGO vehicle stop automatically again. The EGO
vehicle’s reaction was exactly the same in both test cases,
regardless of the virtual or real excitation.

The second scenario represented a simplified adaptive
cruise control (ACC), implementing a car-following situation
where the EGO vehicle had to recognise the car in front
and adjust the EGO vehicle’s velocity according to the safe
following distance. In the first part of this scenario, the EGO
vehicle had to follow a virtual car in front of the EGO vehicle,
and in the second part, it had to follow a real car. The
EGO vehicle’s behaviour was exactly the same in both test
cases, regardless of the virtual or real excitation. After that,
the EGO vehicle also performed an automated overtaking
manoeuvre, leaving the actual car in the front behind.

Although there are many challenges in the real-time real-
isation of such complex scenarios, I propose investigating
the mathematical model and the timing of the two scenarios
that are specifically important from a testing and validation
point of view. The question is whether the EGO vehicle’s
perception system can detect the object due time to stop
within a safe distance. However, beyond the examined vehicle
function, there is another control task regarding the tested
vehicle function: the objects of the scenario have to interact
with the central control system to challenge the operation of
the EGO vehicle’s ADAS system under test. The key objec-
tive, furthermore, the scenario control process is to ensure the
absolute and relative position of the objects in the t2 moment
depending on the t1 starting moment of the scenario.

1) PEDESTRIAN CROSSING SCENARIO
The pedestrian crossing scenario consists of two objects: the
EGO vehicle and the pedestrian (Fig. 6). The EGO vehicle’s
role is to approach the pedestrian crossing, where the pedes-
trian dummy will cross the street.

According to the identified concept, it is an essential
requirement related to the applied model that the scenario has
to be analysable as a continuous function of the influencing
factors. Accordingly, the system needs to perceive and control
the spatial relationship of the actors of the given scenario at
every moment.

Accordingly, based on the EGO vehicle’s and the pedes-
trian’s absolute and the relative position in the starting
moment (XEGO0 = XEGO(t1), YEGO0 = YEGO(t1), ϕEGO0 =

ϕEGO(t1), XPED0 = XPED(t1), YPED0 = YPED(t1), ϕPED0 =

ϕPED(t1)), the expected relative position (distance) of the

FIGURE 6. Modelling the pedestrian crossing scenario.

two components in the t2 moment is as follows (DX , DY ):

XEGO(t2)− XPED(t2)+ σ = DX (1)

YEGO(t2)− YPED(t2)+ σ = DY , (2)

where
• XEGO(t2) and YEGO(t2) are the X and Y coordinates of
the EGO vehicle in the t2 moment,

• XPED(t2) and YPED(t2) are the X and Y coordinates of
the pedestrian in the t2 moment,

• ϕEGO(t1) is the heading of the EGO vehicle in the
t1 moment,

• σ is a normally distributed error function.
With regard to the distance taken by the scenario objects:

XEGO(t2) =
∫ t2

t1
ẊEGO + XEGO0 (3)

YEGO(t2) =
∫ t2

t1
ẎEGO + YEGO0 (4)

XPED(t2) =
∫ t2

t1
ẊPED + XPED0 (5)

YPED(t2) =
∫ t2

t1
ẎPED + YPED0 (6)

Under the identified concept, the applied model can eval-
uate the investigated scenario as a continuous function of the
scenario components’ spatial relationship. Thus, the intro-
duced approach enables the system to perceive and control
the actors’ spatial relationship at every moment.

2) CAR-FOLLOWING SCENARIO
The car-following scenario also consists of two objects: the
EGO vehicle and the front vehicle (Fig. 7). In this case,
the EGO vehicle’s role is to safely approach the car in
front, driven by a constant velocity. The question of the
scenario is whether the EGO vehicle’s perception system can
detect the front vehicle in due time to keep a safe distance
from it [16].

Based on the introduced framework, the system should
evaluate scenarios as a continuous function of the influencing
factors. Accordingly, the model should detect and influence
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FIGURE 7. Modelling the car-following scenario.

the spatial relationship of the participating scenario compo-
nents at every moment.

Accordingly, based on the EGO vehicle’s and the front
vehicle’s (target) absolute and the relative position in the
starting moment (XEGO0 = XEGO(t1), YEGO0 = YEGO(t1),
ϕEGO0 = ϕEGO(t1), XTRG0 = XTRG(t1), YTRG0 = YTRG(t1),
ϕTRG0 = ϕTRG(t1)), the expected relative position (dis-
tance) of the two components in the t2 moment is as follows
(DX , DY ):

XEGO(t2)− XTRG(t2)+ σ = DX (7)

YEGO(t2)− YTRG(t2)+ σ = DY (8)

where
• XEGO(t2) and YEGO(t2) are the X and Y coordinates of
the EGO vehicle in the t2 moment,

• XTRG(t2) and YTRG(t2) are the X and Y coordinates of the
front vehicle in the t2 moment,

• σ is a normally distributed error function.
With regard to the distance taken by the scenario objects:

XEGO(t2) =
∫ t2

t1
ẊEGO + XEGO0 (9)

YEGO(t2) =
∫ t2

t1
ẎEGO + YEGO0 (10)

XTRG(t2) =
∫ t2

t1
ẊTRG + XTRG0 (11)

YTRG(t2) =
∫ t2

t1
ẎTRG + YTRG0 (12)

Following the introduced approach, the system can analyse
the given scenario as a continuous function of the participat-
ing actors’ spatial relationship. Accordingly, the identified
model can detect and influence the scenario components’
spatial relationship at every moment.

3) SCENARIO CONTROL USING A DETAILED SENSOR
MODEL
I propose to use the introduced scenario control models if the
perception module is assumed to be a black box. However,
if there is detailed information about the investigated per-
ception module, a model-based representation of the tested
perception system is suggested [57]. Let us now describe the
perception modules by the bounding points of their field of

view (XFW1, YFW1 . . .XFWi, YFWi . . .XFWn, YFWn), where i
means an intermediate point in the bounding area represented
by n points. The detectable objects should be represented
by their bounding points such as the bounding field of the
pedestrian (XBFP1, YBFP1 . . .XBFPj, YBFPj . . .XBFPk , YBFPk )
where j means an intermediate point in the bounding field
represented by k points, and respectively the bounding field
of the front vehicle or target (XBFT1, YBFT1 . . .XBFTl , YBFTl
. . .XBFTm, YBFTm).

In this case, the control process aims to determine the
expected relative position for a specific region of the sensor’s
field-of-view and the detectable object’s bounding field in
the t2 moment. So equation (1) and (2) can be replaced by
equation (13) and (14), while equation (7) and (8) can be
replaced by equation (15) and (16). The optimisation prob-
lem’s objective is to minimise the distance between the over-
lapping points of the field-of-view and the bounding-field of
the object in the t2 moment.

XFWi (t2)− XBFPj (t2)+ σ → min (13)

YFWi (t2)− YBFPj (t2)+ σ → min (14)

XFWi (t2)− XBFTl (t2)+ σ → min (15)

YFWi (t2)− YBFTl (t2)+ σ → min (16)

The above introduced detailed sensor model was used
during the proof of concept demonstration of the Scenario-
in-the-Loop methodology.

The scenarios mentioned earlier were implemented in a
digital-twin environment and using mixed-reality enabled the
combination of real and virtual objects simultaneously during
the tests (see Fig. 8).

FIGURE 8. The proof of concept demonstration of the mixed-reality based
SciL concept at ZalaZONE 20/05/2019. The green Smart (VUT) moves fully
autonomously in a valet parking scenario; the white Skoda is simply
parking. The big screen on the left side displays the digital twin of
ZalaZONE and the real-time movement of the VUT in it. The parking lot is
empty in reality, while it is occupied by virtual vehicles in its digital
representation. A virtual pedestrian is just stepping out from behind one
of the virtual cars, making the VUT stop in reality as well. (video available:
https://youtu.be/Ue3W7cjUtf8).

The successful public demonstration - organised on the
20th of May in the year 2019 – proved that the developed
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model could control real-time test scenarios implemented in
reality and virtual environment at the same time.

4) TIMINGS AND COMMUNICATION LATENCY
The real-time operation of the SciL system was also tested
with 4G and with 5G (new radio, non-standalone archi-
tecture) communication networks installed at ZalaZONE.
Measurements were also taken during the proof of con-
cept demonstration. The round trip time (ping) measurement
results between the SciL central server and the endpoint
router are summarised in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Communication latency (time delay) measured during the test
of the SciL concept using 4G/5G cellular network at the ZalaZONE proving
ground.

The excellent performance results of the 4G network can
also be traced back to the fact that although we used a
commercial 4G cell, the usage was quasi-exclusive without
having civil users. Regarding the acceptable level of com-
munication latency, it can also be stated that the more ele-
ments (objects) are controlled within the scenario, the more
time consuming the computation is behind.

Consequently, a tolerable threshold for the computational
delay can also be specified. Fig. 9 shows the measured com-
putational time values depending on the number of objects
within the scenario. These suggest that the cycle time is pro-
portional to the number of virtual objects in the simulation.
Besides, the variance of the results does not change signifi-
cantly. An arbitrary line at 25 ms is specified as a tolerable
threshold for the cycle time. Above this value, the delay may
be too high to perform scenario-based testing accurately.

FIGURE 9. Computational time versus object number in the scenario.

VI. COMPARISON OF THE SOLUTIONS
Referring back to Section IV, the essential system properties
of state-of-the-art ViL and beyond ViL testing frameworks
are introduced in this section. By analysing the available
methodological frameworks [106], selected evaluation fac-
tors are explained, such as simulation, visualisation, type

of control used for the environmental components and the
accuracy of the implemented mixed-reality.

A. SIMULATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT COMPONENTS
Quality simulation enables the realistic virtual representation
of the environment components. In this regard, simulation is
responsible for representing the characteristics and behaviour
of these components. Consequently, the more detailed (closer
to reality) the applied components’ model, the better the
simulation quality is.

Traffic scenarios can be quite complex. It is important to
simulate road traffic characteristics, pedestrian and cyclist
decisions, vehicle dynamics, and traffic signal timing con-
trol as realistic as possible to achieve a reliable result from
the performed tests. In this respect, there is also a need to
investigate the issue of co-simulation. Since different solu-
tions are developed to handle the different simulation tasks
(such as vehicle dynamics simulation or microscopic traffic
modelling), it is reasonable to apply the proper tool for sim-
ulating a specific process. Therefore, it is becoming essential
to provide a flexible and interoperable interface-environment
for the co-simulation framework.

All these factors will be represented during the evaluation,
indicated under SIM abbreviation in the comparison table.

B. VISUALIZATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT COMPONENTS
The visualisation module is responsible for the realistic rep-
resentation of the objects. Accordingly, a high-quality visu-
alization module should be capable of either injecting input
signals, generated based on the simulated model’s visualised
objects, into the lower layers of the vehicular sensors; or
transmitting output signals directly to the decision-making
module of the central vehicular control system.

Subsequently, the more realistic the visualisation is,
the more reliable testing results are generated. Thus it
is essential to visualise the environment and the system
components with the highest available quality to obtain
reliable test processes [107]. The realistic visualisation
related factor is represented in the evaluation table with the
abbreviation VIS.

C. COMPREHENSIVE AND CONSISTENT CONTROL OF THE
ENVIRONMENT COMPONENTS
The control framework makes it possible to connect the
external components of the specific model architecture. The
system can generate signals from the external components,
such as the location, velocity, or acceleration values or can
directly use their sensor signals. External components can be
real objects (such as other test vehicles or vulnerable road user
dummies) or simulated objects, enabling the system to gen-
erate signals and trigger information without physical items.
Furthermore, infrastructure components contain traffic lights,
variable message signs, and other smart info-communication
solutions.

The control of the complex automotive testing and val-
idation environment goes far beyond controlling a single
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TABLE 2. System component level comparison of the investigated X-in-the-Loop (XiL) testing and validation frameworks.

automated vehicle; the whole test system needs to be
regulated simultaneously. Furthermore, the control can be
closed-loop or open-loop; the communication’s physical
layer can be wired or wireless and focused on virtual or real
objects. According to this, the evaluation factor describing
each test environment’s control-related aspects will refer to
the above characteristics. This factor is represented in the
evaluation table with the abbreviation CTRL.

D. ACCURACY OF THE MIXED-REALITY
Together with ViL testing’s appearance, the requirement for
embedding the vehicle under test (VUT) into a virtual envi-
ronment has arrived too. From simple solutions like inserting
the real car’s bounding box into the simulation environment
to complex solutions like implementing real-time control of
the real-world elements directly from the simulation environ-
ment, different quality implementations were born. Some of
them use the digital twin architecture by that mixed-reality or
even augmented reality applications can be realised.

In high-end X-in-the-Loop systems in the automo-
tive industry, mixed-reality is responsible for the accu-
rate integration of the real-world environment and the
computer-generated perceptual information by applying a
wide range of sensors and supportive systems. Mixed-reality
is a framework that fits the following three fundamental
requirements: integrating the real and the virtual worlds,
representing real-time operations, and implementing high
accuracy spatial localisation and visualisation of virtual and
real objects [108]. This factor is represented by MR in the
evaluation table.

To integrate the real and the simulated environment
precisely, high-level compliance and consistency between
real and virtual objects from a spatial perspective are
critical [109]. These make necessary the application of
RTK differential GNSS-based and INS extended high accu-
racy localisation systems, HD mapping techniques, and
imaging-based sensor fusion-localisation solutions [110].

Besides this, it has to be mentioned that the rapid devel-
opment of 5G communication networks will soon result in
the more robust integration of localisation and communi-
cation since 5G networks can effectively support the high
accuracy positioning. The accuracy of positioning can be
further improved by intelligent infrastructure based localisa-
tion techniques, using, e.g. RSUs, video and infra cameras,

LiDAR or RADAR sensors [111]. The smart infrastructure
has the additional advantage of being able to localise also
non-smart, sensorless vehicles. That could effectively support
the navigation of non-smart vehicles by utilising information
generated by sensor-rich vehicles and road-sensor systems
established in the infrastructure. This sub-factor is repre-
sented in the evaluation table with the abbreviation SPT.

For the proper time synchronisation of reality and the vir-
tual environment, a reliable data transmission channel must
be set-up with a potentially ultra-low, but with minimum a
guaranteed low latency communication. Accordingly, a 5G
cellular or a high-density DSRC communication network is
needed to fulfil real-time process control requirements. This
factor is represented by RT in the evaluation table.

E. COMPARISON OF CERTAIN ADVANCED XIL SYSTEMS
As Table 2 shows, the simulation modules of the investi-
gated systems are considerably different. While some frame-
works emphasise quality vehicle dynamics, other systems
aim to implement a comprehensive traffic modelling frame-
work and consider realistic traffic situations in the simula-
tion environment. The adapted visualisation techniques also
vary from the less detailed ‘‘functional-only’’ applications
to the high-fidelity ‘‘just like real’’ approaches, incorporat-
ing professional industrial or open-source solutions, such
as Unreal or Unity Engine. From a control point of view,
it is the scope of the control that makes the difference. One
system focuses only on the VUT’s decision-making process,
while another system can cover the whole test scenario’s
coordination, including scene objects. Based on the reviewed
documentation, it can be concluded that all frameworks use
high-accuracy localisation systems to support the implemen-
tation of the mixed-reality environment. For many XiL sys-
tems, there is no detailed information about the applied com-
munication channels, though they are vital for supporting
real-time processes, especially considering a mixed reality
environment. There are a few XiL frameworks that provide
only DSRC network availability for testing purposes. On the
other hand, several XiL systems place critical emphasis on
the communication domain, and they also offer both DSRC
and 5G networks for their CAV testing processes.

Based on the evaluation of the introduced key system
properties (such as SIM, VIS, CTRL, SPT, RT), it can be
concluded that visualisation (VIS) and localisation (SPT) are
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the domains in which most of the system developers could
achieve outstanding results. There is only one system in both
fields with an ‘‘earlier stage’’ solution related to the given
system property. Following this, most system developers
have an ‘‘advanced’’ solution in the simulation domain too.
In contrast, the field of control (especially considering the
scenario level control concept) and real-time communication
supporting the mixed reality implementations have relevant
development potential; less than half of the systems have
‘‘advanced’’ solutions in these domains.

From a generic viewpoint, most of the systems have two
or three ‘‘earlier stage’’ modules, while only four systems
have one or no ‘‘earlier stage’’ solutions (such as SYS6,
SYS7, SYS8 and ZalaZONE). Based on the comparison,
the mixed reality based SciL methodology of ZalaZONE is
among the most advanced methodological frameworks on the
scenario-based CAV testing and validation domain.

Throughout the analysis of the state-of-the-art XiL solu-
tions, the study was limited to a literature-based comparison,
not having the chance to participate in experiments and test-
ing processes of the different investigated systems.

VII. CONCLUSION
The first section of the paper provides a situation assess-
ment of automotive development and testing. In light of this,
testing self-driving vehicles is still a critical and challenging
issue. At the moment, there are no generally accepted test
procedures for testing completely autonomous road vehicles.
However, simulation plays non-questionably an increasingly
important role in the validation process of highly automated
vehicles. In state-of-the-art simulation-based testing proce-
dures, the vehicle under test or its components are real. At the
same time, the environment is fully simulated with either gen-
erated sensor signals or, for example, projected visual effects
with the environment. The automotive industry’s testing and
validation activities are mainly implemented in three differ-
ent segments, strongly linked to the automobiles’ product
life-cycle.

Automotive system tests are based on the V-model
approach, using the generic X-in-the-Loop (XiL) methodol-
ogy. Starting with a Model-in-the-Loop environment, each
development phase can be tested separately on the next level,
corresponding to its complexity. Most advanced or state-of-
the-art is the Vehicle-in-the-Loop testing, where the whole
vehicle is investigated in a closed-loop or an open-loop test
environment. With the application of X-in-the-Loop testing
solutions, the investigated system elements (software, hard-
ware or the complete vehicle) have continuous interaction
with the simulated environment. Accordingly, virtual and
real factors have to be synchronised for proper functionality,
making the evolution of a coherent and reliable evaluation
methodology possible.

The newly developed mixed-reality based Scenario-in-
the-Loop (SciL) testing and validation methodology was
presented in details. The SciL concept enables the seam-
less integration of simulation, physical test environment and

real-time vehicle control, thus provides a framework for func-
tional testing to an unprecedented level. A comprehensive
comparison was carried out as a benchmark based on the
analysis of state-of-the-art XiL solutions for CAV testing.
The unified criteria for XiL system characterisation and
component-level comparison of the investigated solutions
helped identify the specific strengths and weaknesses as well
as the research trends. This benchmark analysis also showed
that the presented mixed-reality based Scenario-in-the-Loop
testing methodology has various attributes beyond the state-
of-the-art, proving to be one of the most comprehensive
methodological frameworks in the field of scenario-based
testing and validation.

Measurement results showed that recent developments in
wireless communication technologies could already reliably
fulfil the timing requirements of controlling such a com-
plex real-time system. Based on this, it seems reasonable to
consider SciL architecture as the potential basis for future
standard testing methodologies. I expect that scenario-based
testing and the mixed-reality based SciL approach will be
the next generation X-in-the-Loop validation methodology in
automated vehicle systems development.

Summing up the research’s key findings, scenario-based
testing and mixed-reality, blending physical testing environ-
ment and virtual model representation are expected to play
a significant role in the CAV validation process. These tech-
niques will reduce testing costs and risks by limiting physical
tests and potentially dangerous real test situations [112]. Fur-
thermore, the new framework can enhance testing capabilities
by enabling the investigation of extreme cases that may not
be feasible in reality.

As for the future perspectives of the introduced framework,
beyond ground transportation, the extension of the model
to the field of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) testing and
validation is also an option, especially considering the soon
inevitable approval processes of drone-transportation related
devices, facilities and vehicles.
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